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Where Are My Profits?

20 Potential Profit Leaks Every Business Owner Should Know About
In today’s economy, local businesses need to be savvier than ever when it
comes to generating new customers, holding onto existing customers,
maintaining cash flow and more importantly, generating profits.
Many business owners are struggling to keep their doors open today, even if
their business is booming. So why is the local business market struggling so
hard to find profits? It’s simply because they have too many profit leaks in
their business.
Just to clarify, a “Profit Leak” exists when a business does not use effective
tools and resources that are available to them that will help them bring in
more sales and profits.
Most businesses are always looking for ways to bring in more customers and
boost their bottom line. However, the methods most of them are using
simply don’t work the way they used to. Word of mouth, Yellowpages,
Newspaper ads, and TV ads just aren’t effective anymore for many different
reasons.
One reason is that most people today go online to search for products and
services. Everyone is online. Your potential customers are online. Your
existing customers are online. You probably spend a lot of time online.
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This is why online marketing has become the most popular form of
advertising today. However, even with online marketing, your methods must
be cost-effective and must provide results. If not, it is a complete waste of
your time and money.
With your target audience spending a bulk of their day on the Internet, does
it really make sense for your business NOT to have a solid, strong presence
there?
If you don’t have a strong online presence and are not utilizing the many
tools available to help you boost profits, you have some major profit leaks
on your hands.
In order to really connect with your local consumers and crush your
competitors, you have to fix any potential profit leaks as soon as possible.
When it comes to online marketing, there are so many resources that you
can use to generate more profits for your business. There’s Social Media.
There’s Email Marketing. There’s Mobile Marketing. There’s Online
Reputation Management. There’s Blogging. There’s Classified Ad Posting and
much more…
How many profit-draining leaks does YOUR business have?
Although this whole process may seem overwhelming, your business can
slowly start to plug these holes one by one instead of tackling all of them at
the same time.
Once you have plugged most of these leaks, you should notice a steady
stream of new customers and a nice spike in profits on your future profit and
loss statements.
Let’s look at some of the most common profit leaks that many local
businesses fail to fix:
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Profit Leak #1 – Not Making the Most of Your Contact List

In today’s market, many small businesses are scrambling for sales to keep
their doors open. Building a list of people who enter your business to browse
around, who access your website, or who call you for information about your
goods and services is a good way to do that.
Building a list allows you to easily reach an audience that is already aware of
what you do and are interested in your product or service. Just having the
list, however, is not enough. Properly following up with the list is where the
money comes in.
Offer free newsletters, contests, tips, or any other incentives to get your
customers to give you their contact information – especially their email
addresses.
Once you have their email addresses, you can follow up with them on autopilot. You can do customer surveys, offer coupons and discounts, and also
run promotional offers to increase repeat sales.
Doing email marketing is ecologically sound and cost effective. It eliminates
the need to create mountains of paper mail that ultimately ends up in your
customers’ trash rather than generate more sales.
Email also reaches your potential customers on their desktop and will be
waiting there for them when they login. They opted in to receive your
promotions, so this is a “permission-based” form of marketing that will help
take your profits to the next level if done right.
Building a “mobile” contact list is another extremely profitable form of
marketing, which we will discuss in a later section.
In any business, it has been proven that “The Money Is In The List!”
So don’t ignore this amazing profit-boosting, cost-effective method of
advertising that could turn your entire business around.
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Profit Leak #2 – Not Utilizing Online Videos

Once you have made contact with your potential customers – either in your
store, on your webpage, or through email, you want to keep them
interested.
Using videos to convert visitors into buyers is an engaging way to catch and
maintain their interest in your product or service. Ben Franklin noted that a
picture is worth a thousand words.
And nothing does “picture” better than a video!
There are many different types of videos - Commercial Style, Product Demo
Style, Customer Testimonials, etc. that will pique your customers’ and
prospects’ interest.
Studies show that today’s consumers prefer watching videos over reading
text when browsing the web.
So if your business is not utilizing the power of online videos, you are
missing out on potential profits. Video marketing is one of the most effective
forms of online marketing and is becoming more and more popular every
day.
Why take the chance of letting this missing piece eat away at your profit
line? Online videos are cost-effective and are proven to convert prospects
into buyers. So you can’t afford NOT to use them in your business.
You also may want to add other conversion tools, such as PowerPoint
presentations, EBooks, etc.
PowerPoint presentations allow you to lay out points step-by-step and give
you the ability to create captivating backgrounds that will keep your viewers
interest. The best part about PowerPoint presentations is that they can be
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easily converted into video format – allowing you to submit them to video
sharing sites as well as add them to your own site in video format.

Profit Leak #3- Not Grabbing Your Website Visitors’ Attention

When designing a website, you need to have a strong call to action in your
header and on every page of the site. If you don't tell your visitors to
contact you or come see you, they won’t.
Many business websites do not have a call to action at all. In fact, you have
to really search some of the sites just to find the business’s contact
information. This is bad because if your visitor has to work too hard to
contact you, they will move on to one of your competitors.
If your competitor has a strong call to action throughout their site with their
contact information clearly visible, they will probably win the prospect’s
attention.
Not only that, but your internet headers and the keywords inside your site
need to grab your potential customers’ attention and keep it through every
step of your copy.
Every page of your site should encourage your viewer to take some type of
action; whether it’s email you, call you, or purchase your product. Tell them
exactly what you want them to do.
If not, it’s like letting profits slip right through your fingertips.
Just make sure that your call to action message has clarity and purpose for
best results.
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Profit Leak #4: Not Using Graphics or Images on Your Website

Show ‘Em What You Got!
When it was time to write a book report in elementary school, which book
did you choose? Was it an illustrated adventure novel with pictures of the
action or was it a thick, densely worded non-fiction book with no pictures?
If you were like most kids, you chose the illustrated adventure and your
customers did, too. Besides, we’re all still kids at heart, right?
As stated before, a picture is worth a thousand words. Studies have shown
that “text-only” websites actually drive away traffic because visitors are
overwhelmed by the word quantity.
Images attract attention and keep visitors on your page longer because they
can see what your business is about at a glance.
A good photograph of your product lends immediate understanding, making
visitors more prone to convert from prospects to sales. Conversions are
usually even higher if you include a warm shot of you and your team. This
builds trust as everyone likes to know who they are doing business with.
It’s also a good idea to optimize your images to show up in the search
engines. Formulas that determine search engine rankings for images are a
closely guarded secret, but those who are “in the know” know this: alt text
(alternative text description of the image) is the key to showcasing your
business in search results.
The alt text is a brief description of the image, originally intended to provide
a brief description of the image. However, search engines heavily weigh their
results based on the data hidden in this image property.
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Other critical factors to consider when optimizing images is to use a file
name that is keyword rich (e.g. beach-vacation.jpg for your page on travel
to beach locations), and selecting relevant keywords for use in the text
surrounding the image.
Smart use of images on your site will help turn visitors into customers and
keep customers coming back for more.
If you ignore adding powerful images to your site, you will let even more
potential profits go down the drain.

Profit Leak #5: Not Having a “Mobile-Friendly” Website

Doing business in today’s market, where wireless subscriptions are on the
rise (254% in the past decade), requires actively adjusting your marketing
efforts where they matter most.
With the tally of active mobile devices out-numbering the people using
them, businesses that don’t offer mobile-friendly websites are losing
customers to those that do cater to their mobile users.
Mobile options are critical to attracting a huge chunk of web traffic and
keeping visitors on your page. In fact, nearly 25% of web-users are “mobileonly” users. This means they ONLY use their mobile devices to access the
web.
But your prospects and customers don’t want to waste time waiting forever
for your website to load on their mobile devices. They also don’t want to
scroll through a dismantled site just to find the information they need.
When consumers run into crappy websites on their mobile devices, they
simply hit the “back” button and move on to one of your competitors whose
sites load properly on their mobile devices.
This is a MAJOR profit leak that can be easily fixed.
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Mobile-friendly websites are optimized for smaller screens, load quickly, and
get right to the point with the most important features up front.
What should you put on your mobile website? Some things to consider
include information about your main product or service, prices, contact
information, and location. Everything should be simply laid out and easy to
navigate.
Do not overload your mobile site with too many bells and whistles. A welldesigned mobile site is one that is easy to maneuver, has very few options,
and has large visible navigation buttons to help your visitors find what they
need.
Minimal scrolling and typing makes it convenient for those who search the
web while on the go. Investing in a skilled mobile-friendly website designer
will pay for itself many times over. A well-planned, mobile web presence will
help you tap into a whole new audience ready to boost your profits.

Profit Leak #6: Not Attracting the Mobile Search Engine Spiders

As mentioned earlier, many web users are mobile-only – meaning they do all
of their browsing through mobile devices. Even those who still use laptops
and desktops still use their mobile devices to access the web regularly.
You probably aren’t aware of this, but the search engines actually produce
results based on the method of internet access being used.
For instance, just because your main website has a high search engine
ranking doesn’t mean that your “mobile” website has a high search engine
ranking.
Just as you had to optimize your main website for high search engine
rankings, you will have to do the same for your mobile website.
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Businesses that don’t optimize their websites for mobile search engines risk
profits. Their mobile websites cannot be found when people search for their
product or service from their mobile devices.
And since mobile screens are so small, businesses need to be in the top four
search engine results in order to catch the attention of prospective
customers.
If not, potential new customers will find your competitors’ websites instead
of yours when searching for your type of product or service from their
mobile devices.

Profit Leak #7: Not Using Text Marketing

There are 302.9 million wireless accounts currently active across the U.S,
and most of these users are texting. In fact, text messages have exceeded 2
trillion per year.
What does this have to do with your business?
Well, just that text marketing is one of the most effective methods for
attracting and retaining your customers. The attraction is the tailored
message that gets into the hands of your target market.
Text messages are delivered “instantly,” most text messages are read within
minutes, and there is no expensive postage costs associated with sending
text messages.
Text marketing makes offering “value-added” information to consumers
simple; such as news alerts, updates, special offers and coupons.
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Coupons are a particularly powerful incentive for new customers, as well as
attracting repeat business. Mobile coupons are conveniently stored in the
mobile phone and are always convenient and accessible to the consumer.
There’s no need to clip them or remember to bring them along.
Are you starting to see the power in this?
Since users opt-in to receive your text messages, the whole “telemarketing”
effect of unwanted contact does not apply. In fact, studies show that most
people today WANT to receive mobile promotions and messages from
businesses.
Customers who have opted-in to receive your messages already have a use
for your product or service and most have probably already purchased from
you before.
Talk about DIRECT marketing… Text marketing could be the one tool to turn
your business completely around. For a small investment, your business can
enjoy an average 97% message open rate (compare that to “junk” direct
mail) and a remarkable 17% average conversion rate.
If you’re not leveraging the power of text marketing, you are missing out on
huge profit potential.

Profit Leak #8: Not Using QR Codes

If you don’t know what a QR Code (Quick Response Code) is, you soon will.
This new generation of information-packed bar codes is already popular in
Japan. Businesses that want to be ahead of the marketing curve are rapidly
incorporating this technology into their marketing plans all across the globe.
Unlike traditional barcodes, which can hold only basic product information,
QR codes act as a connection for mobile users. They basically link the world
to the web with a quick QR scan using a mobile device.
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QR codes can be quickly scanned by consumers while on the run. They can
simply scan now and view later, which is a much better alternative to writing
down numbers on pieces of paper only to lose them.
QR codes are becoming the norm on business cards, as they eliminate the
need to include large amounts of data in a small space. Instead, a QR code
will direct mobile users to websites, online videos, articles, contact
information, or to social networking pages like Facebook and Twitter.
Businesses can even run promotions through QR codes. For instance, a
simple QR scan can take consumers directly to coupons, special offers,
customer surveys, and sweepstakes entry forms – just to name a few.
The main benefit businesses gain from QR Code marketing is that they
satisfy that “instant gratification” that most consumers have when it comes
to information. Not only that, but they keep your customers engaged and
coming back for more.
This is just the tip of the iceberg of what QR codes can do for your business.
As you know, businesses that stay ahead of the technology curve always win
in the end. Smart marketing means keeping up with the latest tools and
resources that will help you keep in touch with your target audience.
Not using QR codes could potentially cost you profits. They’re cost-effective
to implement, but they yield amazing results when used properly.

Profit Leak #9: Not Using Mobile Apps

Efficient business productivity is crucial for the success of your business.
Saving time and money, while still offering the very best product or service,
are important goals for any organization.
Mobile applications can help streamline your business on so many different
levels. Not taking advantage of mobile apps can be a huge profit leak.
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As you’ve probably noticed, the world is going mobile. Mobile devices are so
web-friendly that you can do just about anything on them that you can do
from a regular desktop computer.
The ability to instantaneously retrieve information from almost any location
in the world can provide your company with unparalleled opportunities for
productivity.
For instance, if employees are traveling for business or working from a
client’s site, they can still be productive with the proper use of mobile apps.
Accessing e-mail, company files, developing and accessing presentations,
checking company stock, and even marketing can be done with the use of
mobile apps.
In a survey of over 240 enterprises, iPad CTO, a news and technology
portal, found that productivity increased by 45% in companies using mobile
apps within their work force. The mobile strategies these companies most
often focused on were increased communication, rapid access to
information, and easily connecting with their customers.
Mobile applications can streamline an endless amount of processes in any
business making them substantially more efficient. Successful technological
strategies can steer any business in to the future. If your company is not
taking advantage of mobile apps, what are you waiting for? As any business
owner knows, time is money. Don’t let your competitors get it all.

Profit Leak #10: Not Building and Managing Online Reviews

What are your customers saying about your business online?
A recent online study by Lightspeed Research found that 62% of
respondents read reviews online before buying a product or using a service.
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Almost half of respondents also researched competitors and conducted price
checks over the internet.
The numbers speak for themselves. Up-to-date information and positive
reviews are extremely important for the success of your business.
Businesses that fall into these categories experience more response from
prospect and repeat customers.
Review sites take up a huge portion of the total websites on the internet.
Everything from the latest phones and gadgets, to medicines, restaurants,
and socks are reviewed on the internet.
Not taking advantage of such free publicity can be a huge profit leak for your
business. The days have changed where people solely rely on reviews from
friends, peers, and neighbors when buying a product or service.
Now, they go right to the Internet to do their research. If your competitors
are plastered on all of the review sites and have tons of positive reviews and
your business does not have any, who do you think consumers will choose?
The best part of this whole process is that receiving online reviews does not
cost you one dime. These sites are free so, why not build your reviews?
Offer incentives to your current customers to go online to give your company
a review. Most of them won’t even need an incentive as happy customers
love to spread the word online.
On the flip side, unhappy customers also like to spread the word online. So if
your business has some negative reviews, you should work to build up your
reviews from “satisfied” customers to offset those negative reviews.
There are many ways to manage your business’s reputation. For instance,
your website, literature, and any other marketing methods should also
highlight what your satisfied customers have to say about you.
Letting people know what you have done for others is one of the oldest and
most powerful marketing tools we have available. If customers do not hear
about the positive things others are saying about you, you may never get
them to come through your doors.
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Profit Leak #11: Not Staying On Top of What People Are Saying
About You Online

We’ve already established the importance of getting online reviews from
your satisfied customers. Now, let’s talk about those “unhappy” customers a
little bit.
If someone is unhappy with your product or service, they won’t hesitate to
go online to let the world know.
In fact, customers are more likely to review something they have had a bad
experience with than give positive feedback. It is human nature to complain
and vent when things are negative, and the internet provides the perfect
setting for people to voice these complaints.
If you’re not staying on top of what’s being said about your business online,
how can you fix it?
Imagine a potential customer coming across a really nasty post about your
business from one of your unhappy customers. Do you think they’ll be quick
to call you up or come by? Probably not.
It all boils down to the fact that people put a lot of value in what other
people think about businesses. The way consumers think goes something
like this:
If other people like you, they they’ll like you too. If other people think your
service is awful, they probably will too.
What you don’t know can hurt you. It is extremely important to be aware of
negative customer feedback, because it can really negatively impact your
business.
Lightspeed Research’s survey found that 21% of those surveyed have
decided against making purchases after reading just two negative reviews.
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After reading 3 negative reviews, 37% of people said they would change
their mind about their purchase.
This is proof that negative feedback can really affect your profits – in a
negative way.
Considering the high emphasis people put on other people’s opinions when
choosing products and services, it is very wise to invest in monitoring the
reputation of your company.
Encouraging positive feedback and responding to negative feedback can help
protect your profits. Additionally, you can use the negative feedback to
constantly improve your products and customer service, which is a wise tool
any successful company should take advantage of.

Profit Leak #12: Not Using Social Media to Build Your Reputation

Many businesses steer away from social media in the workplace; but they
are missing out on a golden opportunity to spread the word about their
product and their business. Social media can connect your goods and
services with the people who need them most.
Facebook Fanpages, for example, connects you not only with your customers
but with all their friends and contacts as well, and then with their contacts’
contacts. Facebook has more than 800 million users and more than half of
them log on every single day.
Make one Facebook user happy and the word of your worth spreads out like
ripples over a pool.
YouTube can add pictures and demonstrations to the word-of-mouth
message sent out by Facebook fans. YouTube videos can be embedded in
Facebook pages or on your business homepage. They can also be used to
post staff training videos as well as product demonstrations and inspirational
material.
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Your YouTube videos will also gain exposure on the YouTube.com website,
which is the largest site on the internet – right behind its owner, Google.
Online videos are growing at an extremely fast rate and people are starting
to prefer watching online videos over reading text.
Twitter is a quick way to communicate short messages to your audience. It
has a structure similar to Facebook in that each user can develop a group of
followers, but focuses more on short, quick communiqués. It is a good way
to spread the word about special events or happenings in your business.
Build a large following on Twitter and watch your customer base explode.
Google Plus is a new Google feature that resembles Facebook, but offers
users the ability to sort their friend lists and target the information they
share to the people who would enjoy receiving it. Users are also given the
choice of allowing Google to use posted material in ads or not, which can be
a huge benefit.
There are many other social media websites that your business should
leverage if you really want to get new customers and increase sales.
Not engaging in social media is a huge profit leak that is easy to fix with a
little time and effort into building your presence and followers. Once you do,
you’ll be happy you did.

Profit Leak #13 – Not Connecting Your Website to Your Social Media

Many businesses across the world have already caught on to the fact that
they need to engage in social media if they want to connect with potential
and existing customers.
However, they still have not linked their websites and their social media
profiles to each other, which is a huge profit leak.
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Linking your social media profiles to your websites will help spread the word
about your business in a huge way. Being able to easily access and read
your social media profiles right from your website helps build loyal
customers.
First of all, it’s one way of letting them know that your social media presence
exists. If they like your products or services, they will more than likely follow
your social media profiles.
Once they do, they start to feel “special” like they are part of your family.
You will show up on their “friend” list and be visible to their other friends.
This helps generate new customers, more sales, and increased profits
through added contacts.
People are extremely social today. They’re online chatting about their
experiences, events and personal lives every single day. If you really want to
cash in on those contacts, you need to blend your social media with your
websites.
Establishing your place in today’s social media is like a small business
hanging out an “open for business” sign in front of their office on Main Street
decades ago.
It lets people know you are there and that you are there to service them.
Using social media is a smooth way to insert your business media into your
customers’ daily lives and the lives of their family and friends.

Profit Leak #14: Not Having a Blog

Blog is short for Web log. Just as a ship’s captain kept logs of their daily
activity onboard their vessel, a blog can keep your customers, employees
and others up-to-date with your business activities.
Blogs give you the opportunity to draft fresh, unique content and make the
most of search engine optimization. Daily or weekly posts need not be
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lengthy, but they should be bright, positive and informative. Sprinkle your
posts with keywords that will draw people to your entries.
Blogging keeps you in touch with customers and prospects. Anyone coming
onto your website can go to your blog and get the latest on your business.
What the “latest” includes is up to you, but it can include special sales,
bargains offered to those who read your blog, meetings, up-coming events
or simple information that your readers will find valuable.
Blogging allows you to build credibility and your reputation by getting the
word out about your business to the world. People who would not have
otherwise known that you helped to endow a scholarship or that your
establishment will host a community event will be able to watch special
activities unfold through your blog posts.
Just as your website should be tied to your social media profiles, your blog
should be as well. Be sure that people can clearly see how to connect with
you on Facebook, Twitter, and others right on your blog.
Customer loyalty is almost automatic when you use a blog to keep your
customers and prospects up to date about you and your industry.
Not blogging is a profit leak that is easily fixed. Blogs are simple and
affordable to put up. Not only that, they’re easy to update and manage.
However, if you don’t have the time or expertise to set them up, there are
skilled professional Online Marketers available to help you get setup in no
time.

Profit Leak #15: Not Writing and Submitting Online Press Releases

Public Relations 101 – Press releases, press releases, press releases!
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Press releases are the best way to get free media attention. Letting
newspapers, radio programming, and television stations know about your
company and the services it offers is a proven way of garnering attention
and name recognition.
Imagine the power of an “Online” Press Release…
As technology and the way people relate with it is changing, so are the rules
of public relations engagement. Submitting online press releases serves
many different purposes: it lets people know about your business, it helps
your website rankings, and it increases your search engine exposure.
When done consistently, press releases can send a flood of business through
your doors. However, press releases have to be properly written in order to
provide the best benefits.
They should be written with the keywords that your target audience would
use when searching for your type of product or service. They also have to
be captivating and informational in order to capture the attention of readers.
They must be intrigued to click through to your website or contact you.
When a company fails to write and submit online press releases, they are
literally throwing money down the drain. For one thing, you can save a lot of
money on advertising because press releases are affordable.
If your company has a smaller budget or could use the money saved in a
different area, online press releases could be just what you need. Plugging
this profit leak could expose your business to a whole new world of local
customers who are looking for what you have to offer.
Let them know you exist!
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Profit Leak #16: Not Properly Optimizing Your Craigslist Ads to Show
Up in Search Engines

It is said that if you put it out there, the people will come – but that is only
true if they can find you. When it comes to posting Craigslist and other
online classified ads, most businesses miss the mark.

Most of them don’t even realize that, when done properly, their Craigslist
ads can actually show up in the search engine results when people type in
keywords that relate to their product or service.
Unfortunately, many business owners put up Craigslist ads that do not have
any keywords in the titles NOR the body of the ad. So there’s pretty much
no chance that the search engines will pick up on these ads.
To get the most from your ads, be sure to include keywords in your
Craigslist title and sprinkle them liberally throughout your ad.
But be careful not to over-use keywords as this will have a counter-effect
and cause your ad not to show up as the search engines to penalize content
that has been keyword-stuffed.
However, a carefully structured Craigslist ad will be get attention from your
local consumers who are actively searching for what you have to offer.
Use words that logically connect to your product, that will excite your
customers and encourage them to pass the news along to others.
Let’s not forget about images….
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Images dress up your ad and lend credibility, but caption your pictures using
words that will show up in search engines, as well as in your title and the
body of your text.
Following these steps when posting your Craigslist ads will help plug this
profit leak. Why miss out on potential business just because your ad wasn’t
written to attract new customers?
If you are not sure about how to incorporate keywords into your ads, you
may want to invest in the professional services of an Online Marketing
Consultant. They will be able to help you select your keywords as well as
incorporate them into your ads.

Profit Leak #17: Not Claiming, Verifying and Optimizing Your Google
Places Listing

Google offers a place to list your business where local consumers can easily
find you; it’s called Google Places (or Google Maps). In order to utilize this
tool, you must first add this feature or claim it as part of your Google
account.
This is free advertising, yours for a few minutes of your time. Once you have
claimed it, be sure to verify and optimize your listing. Google Places is so
easy to use that not claiming it is like turning your back on the opportunity
to place a billboard in the middle of the town square; major profit leak here.
Google Places offers mapping as part of their webpage format. This helps
your prospects and customers find their way to your store’s physical location
with a clear road map that is available for download right from the web.
In the process of claiming and verifying your Google Places listing, you can
start optimizing it to achieve high search engine rankings. This process
involves making your Google Places listing as complete as possible – filling
out as many fields as you can.
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There’s also a way to incorporate keywords into your Google Places listings
that will help optimize it. It’s also important that you add the maximum
amount of videos and images to make your listing complete.
Once you complete everything and submit it to Google, they will give you an
activation PIN code that you will use to activate your listing.
Not using Google Places is a major profit leak in your business because the
truth is that most consumers stop in the Google Places section when
searching for local products or services.
If your business is absent, you are missing out on a TON of potential new
business.

Profit Leak #18: Not Using Quality Inbound and Outbound Links on
Your Website

Once you have your website set up, you need to generate traffic to it.
Otherwise, it’s simply a waste of your time and money. The best way to get
traffic is by boosting your visibility.
One way to do this is by developing hyperlinks on other webpages that will
guide users back to your webpage. Quality webpages that use key anchor
text that relates to your business will ultimately help bring viewers to your
site.
Not only that, but high-quality backlinks also give your website more ranking
power. The more relevant backlinks your website has, the higher your
rankings will be.
Similarly, if you see a quality linking resources that will lend credibility to
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your website, use relevant anchor words to create an outbound link to that
resource.
Not using backlinks to their fullest capability is a major profit leak that many
businesses neglect. However, if you want to gain search engine rankings and
generate exposure for your business, you should have a strong backlinking
campaign in place.
The more times your link appears in other relevant places online, the more
traffic you can potentially drive to your site.

Profit Leak #19: Not Attracting the Search Engine Spiders

Quality Content is the Lifeblood of Your Website.
Many businesses have beautiful websites that are seen by no one, which is
such a shame. One way to draw attention to your website is to get adequate
search engine exposure and higher rankings.
There’s a lot of talk about content generation and distribution these days.
You might think it sounds like hype, but there’s much to be gained from
following a plan that includes article marketing, publishing press releases
and circulating videos about your business or field of expertise.
People are hungry for information, and providing it for them can put you and
your operation head and shoulders above the rest.
Article marketing and content generation has several benefits for your
business. First and foremost, it can provide your potential clients and
customers with the expert information that they are seeking.
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Providing this type of quality information, in the form of articles, tips and
blog posts, can generate an audience that will return again and again. Word
of mouth is the best form of advertising, and if you are giving your target
audience the information they seek, they will become loyal customers.
Aside from word of mouth advertising, which is virtually free, writing articles
and press releases, and circulating videos on your topics of expertise can
increase your visibility in search engines. When Google ‘sees’ that you are
providing top-notch and popular information that links directly to your
website, your site will be valued with more importance, and you could start
to climb the search engine ranks very quickly.
Even if you have built the greatest of websites, it will mean very little if you
have no viewers. But if your website is clearly visible when local consumers
search for your type of product or service online, you’re golden.

Profit Leak #20 – Not Tracking Website Performance and Marketing
Statistics

Many people are intimidated by reports and statistics. The lack of
understanding causes them to avoid using this valuable information to check
the performance of their websites.
However, in order to know what people are searching for, how people are
landing on your site, and how long they stay on your site, you must
implement some sort of tracking.
Without some type of tracking, you are letting potential profits slip through
your fingertips simply because you are not checking to see where you can
improve your website performance.
Google Analytics is a very easy program to set up and use for this purpose.
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By monitoring these statistics over time, you will begin to understand what’s
working in your business and what needs some attention.
You can track number of visitors, which page of your site they land on, how
they were referred, what keywords are the most popular links to your site,
and how long your visitors are staying.
By using an analytics program, you’ll be taking your business seriously and
gaining a clear picture of the inner operation. This type of activity can give
you an edge over your competitors as you’ll get to know your customers a
little better by understanding exactly what they are looking for.
Proper tracking will allow you to test different marketing strategies and
closely monitor the results in order to make changes when necessary.
Ultimately, this will help you fine-tune your methods and direct your site
traffic exactly where you want them to go.
Now that you know about some critical potential profit leaks your business
could be experiencing, it’s time to pick up a plug and go to work plugging
these profit-sucking holes.
You may not be able to plug them all right away or even at the same time,
but you can start small by plugging up one or two leaks at a time until your
company is leak-free.
If you would like help creating a plan of action to profit leak-proof your
business, contact me at (773) 905-1202.
As an experienced business owner myself, I can help you identify which
leaks are costing you the most money.
Together, we will develop a plan to help your business start INCREASING
your profits instead of letting them slip right through your fingertips.

By: Tom O’Reilly
Chicago Web Factory
http://ChicagoWebFactory.com
(773) 905-1202
info@chicagowebfactory.com
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